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Location 
The field is located off of the A1133 (Gainsborough Road) on Trent 
Lane, Girton

If you are approaching from Newark on the A1133 you pass 
through Langford, Collingham, Besthorpe and then enter Girton. 
You will see a sign saying “Girton Village Only” turn left at this point 
(their is a bus shelter on the corner) the field is immediately on your 
left. 


There is no postcode for the field as it is not attached to a property.


The easiest way to find the field is using the What3words app. For 
those with the app the entrance to the field is located at:

chose.passports.devotion


The field is listed on Google Maps, you can either search Google 
maps for Frank’s Freedom Field or copy and paste the link below:


https://goo.gl/maps/5smo74QVs6NRDd6s5


If you have any issues locating the field please phone 
Heather on 07815 502201


https://goo.gl/maps/5smo74QVs6NRDd6s5


Opening the Gate 

• Select code on padlock (please contact 
Heather on 07815 502201 if you have 
not received the code) 

• Pull the black knob on padlock toward 
you


• Slide silver bar out to release padlock.


Swing  stopper out of 
the way





• Slide bar across to release the gate




Locking the Gate 

• Ensure the Metal loop on the handle is 
through the static loop.





Static Loop

Metal Loop on 
handle



• Place silver bar of padlock through static 
loop. **Ensure the black knob of the 
padlock is facing you**


• Push the silver bar in until it clicks and 
then scramble the numbers.


Black knob must 
always be the 
side of the fence 
that you are.












Rules 
• Use of the field is entirely at your own risk. You should ensure that it is 

suitable for your dogs at all times 


• Please do not block Trent Lane when entering or leaving the field. Pull up 
off of the lane to open the gate/close the gate


• Please take all rubbish with you including any dog poop


• Please discourage dogs from digging especially on the fence line. We 
have found that putting a bit of dog poop in any holes that dogs are 
interested in and covering it lightly with soil deters the dogs from digging 
there. It’s a great way of dealing with two issues at once! 


• Please discourage dogs from barking repeatedly at the sheep on our 
neighbours field


• We check the field every day but please ensure that the fencing is intact 
and safe before allowing your dogs loose


• Do not under any circumstances climb on the fences or gates


• Out of courtesy to other field users please ensure you leave the field on 
time


• If you arrive early for your booked session and there is someone still in the 
field please park in the lay-by next to the field and wait in your car until the 
field is clear


Above all relax and enjoy your time 😁 


If you have any problems please call Heather on 07815 
502201 or Phil on 07771 572822




Cancellation / Rescheduling 
policy 

Changes and cancellations can be made online via the 
booking system up to 2 hours before your allotted booking 
time. If you need to cancel with less notice please contact 
me (07815 502201) 


We are charged by our payment processing company 
whether the booking is cancelled or not so a cancellation 
actually costs us money, for that reason we prefer that you 
reschedule the booking where possible but we also 
understand that sometimes a cancellation is preferable and 
are happy to allow this when necessary


If a booking is cancelled or reschedule we will advertise it 
on our Facebook page so if you are struggling to find an 
available slot please keep an eye out on the page.  


Bulk Deals/Discounts 
The bulk buy deals have no expiry date so you can take as 
long as you want to use them.


We have a cheaper rate for those that are able to use the 
field in our quieter times during the week days. 
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